AIA SF AWARDS FOR ENERGY + SUSTAINABILITY

MERIT: As part of its commitment to sustainability, WRNS Studio redesigned its own 501 Second St. office in San Francisco’s SoMa District, maximizing indoor air quality and minimizing energy consumption.

HONOR: Passive solar heating and a living roof in Feldman Architecture’s House Ocho in Carmel’s Santa Lucia Mountains help make it an elegant statement of sustainable design.

HONOR: Han Peterson & Snyder Architects with DP Construction, Inc., demonstrated excellent teamwork, using virtual modeling to build the Camino Medical G Mountain View Ca
2007 DESIGN HONOR AWARD

Energy + Sustainability

House Ocho

Located in Carmel’s Santa Lucia mountains, this 3000-square-foot home is half the size of other homes in this development, itself a significant achievement in sustainable design. Simply built, elegantly detailed, and well-proportioned and oriented outdoor spaces provide the amenities of a larger building. Passive solar heating and “living roofs” made this project energy efficient and elegant. The jury commented: a simple material palette demonstrates modesty in an immodest world.

Project Title
House Ocho

Location of Project
Carmel, CA

Architect
Feldman Architecture

General Contractor
Groza Construction, Inc.

Structural Engineer
Fulcrum Engineering

Mechanical Engineer
Twining Labs

Civil Engineer
Bestor Engineers, Inc.

Lighting Designer
Steinbeck Technical Consulting

Landscape
Gargan Landscape + Design
Blasen Landscape Architecture

Interior Designer
Elysian Concepts

Green Roof Consultant
Rana Creek